All donations, school sponsorships,
gifts and monthly support should be
sent to...

In Canada:

MY HEROES are
the
LEAST of THESE
I think we all find it interesting to observe
people. Have you ever noticed that when
images of a starving child comes on TV, the
channel gets changed quickly to a different
show that stimulates the human senses. No
one enjoys seeing poverty. We often want
to pretend its not there. So many people’s
Hero’s or role models are those who the
Media creates. Every day people who
appear to be “unsuccessful” according to
our culture may not get the same attention
or handshake at church that an “upper
class” person would get. If you had a poor
person and a celebrity in a room,who do
you think most people would prefer to
talk to? Jesus I’m sure didn’t like poverty
either but He reached out to people that
those with a religious spirit would pass by.

Jesus was not popular. People didn’t idolize
Him. Jesus wasn’t materialistic, nor was He a
celebrity. Jesus loved the unlovely. He loved
the children when others thought they were
a bother. He didn’t love people because He
thought they had something to offer Him......
He loved people who had “NOTHING” to
offer. True Compassion and Love and to be
Christlike is when we reach out to people
who have “NOTHING” to give back to us. Since
working in Haiti for 17 years now, the Hero’s in
my life are.... as Jesus called them......”the least
of these”..........Math 25:40
Thank you to all of you who continue to give
from your heart to people who will never
have anything to give back to you!
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One Year Can Bring with it the

Miracle We Are Praying For...
hurricane Isaac but stood strong through the storm. Working through each challenge,
the Neply Church is looking beautiful and will actually have the capacity to seat more
people than we originally thought. Being different than us here in North America, Haitian
people don’t complain if they have to sit close together. With that in mind we should be
able to squeeze in up to 2000 people for special services. More good news is that another
organization has come alongside us and has offered to provide all the seating when the
construction is done and equip us with a new sound system. We are hoping to have the
church completed by December 2012. Last August 2011 I wrote a newsletter that said we
needed a Financial Miracle to Build a church in Neply!

Our workers in Haiti have experienced

an extremely busy summer. In the heat of the day they have continued to work
consistently on the new Neply Church we are building.
Everything in Haiti is built by hand without the fancy tools and equipment that builders
have access to in North America. Our Haitian workers are trained and skilled to work
in detail with their hands. Our engineer has had the challenge not only to design the
building to handle the high winds and torrential rains that hurricanes bring, but also
to have enough strength to endure earthquakes. The new church took a beating by

This August,

one year later, brought with it the

“Miracle” we were praying for!

